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What is procrastination? In short, it’s the act of leaving tasks
or activities for later, not doing them at the right time. In one
way or another, we all have been a part of this phenomenon; have you re-scheduled a meeting for later? Have you
left a chore until the last day to finish it? Have you extended
refining a job that makes you tired as much as possible?
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Besides the problems related to low productivity, it affects
psychological health, because procrastination causes –
conscious or unconsciously – stress, because knowing that
we have little time left to finish the work we have been assigned, makes our mind lie in the past and/or the future, and
not the present, enjoying it. Thoughts like “I have no more
time left”, “I should have done it earlier”, appear.
I must confess that I dedicated many coaching sessions to
this issue, what did I have to do to improve my performance,
and deliver in time and form? Bingo! The first thing was to
stop postponing tasks that I thought I could calmly do hours
before the deadline.
Once I did that, I decided to retake an idea that worked for
me when I was in college. It’s a weekly planner (made to
my taste, needs and without schedules) to write down every
pending issue for the day, the week and the month; I take
it everywhere and if I remember something, I simply write
it down. In a different calendar, I write down meetings and
Skype conferences. This improved my productivity and the
delivery to other areas of the company!
There is no magic recipe and let’s remember that coaching
stands up for each person to find his or her resources to
reach the goal set. Search within you and discover that it’s
better for you that you can improve your activities.
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EXECUTIVE COACHING

Chile

Claudia Jaramillo, Executive and Teams Coach, certified as MCC by ICF

Development

People

have different ways to react
before adversities (such as failure, rejection, criticism, aggressions or situations that imply a lot of pressure). The
ability to recover quickly is absolutely
related to mental strength and the
way in which we face adversities.
While some people freeze, obfuscate, allow to be taken down and are
overwhelmed by the interferences that
prevents them from moving forward
from their objectives, others are selfmotivated, they use creativity, good
disposition, balance and personal security in order to look for the best way
to overcome obstacles, to get to reach
the objectives set.

Even though this ability originates in some
people from their lives’ circumstances or they
have inherent conditions and skills to be mentally strong, mental strength can be learned,
developed and strengthened, it can be a good
goal, if you so desire. The ability to handle
pressures and improve the performance can
be achieved in coaching sessions through a
work focused on:
•
Visualizing and setting objectives.
•
Empowering self-confidence and personal security.
•
Handling emotions, stress levels and
anxiety.
•
Handling energy consumption used by
the brain to function.
•
Improving concentration abilities.
•
Minimizing recovery time when facing
adversity, through handling negative thoughts.
•
Improving mental solidity to think
clearly, strengthening optimism and the ideas
that move, above pessimism and the ideas
that paralyze.

t of mental strength
Developing this ability allows maximizing the
performance of every role in an organization,
particularly those who are subjected to bigger
pressures.
For example, it’s important that a company’s
sales force has a high mental strength to face
the commercial world’s demands and there is
the ability to quickly overcome the frustrations
to which they are subjected when being constantly rejected, pressures in negotiations with
the clients, form the bosses to reach the numbers and goals in sales, bad practices from the
competition, failures, etc. It is very common
seeing that the great failure in many commercial teams and directive roles that originates
their low results, it’s related to lacking this
ability.
There are many instruments, like the Seligman
Attributional Style Questionnaire (SASQ), that
measures optimism and resilience under adverse situations.

It’s important that organizations are supported by this kind of instruments to identify the
problems derived from lacking this ability.
These measures allow quantifying the potential of a person’s mental strength so that, with
the help of a coach, he or she can determine
the areas to work that are lower and are required by the roles performed.

The new focus of talent
development: 70 20 10 model
Today, specialized technical knowledge is not
what’s required by organizations, what they
really need is to develop knowledge economy, which is productive dynamics that make
an intensive use of information, technology,
knowledge and the creation of value.
The key ability consists, then, in knowing
to add value to the products and services,
through building a relationship, of fast reinvention and innovation,
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handle the internal and external sources with
policies to find answers; have a context of tests
to validate solutions with control of mistakes and
have a space that replicates the complexities of
the problems that have to be approached before affecting the clients negatively. Proving that
in contained environments you can learn more
from experience.
in order to create a difference in the offer of
value we make to our clients by applying business and behavior competencies, and professional skills, which are more relevant in generating this value.
The 70/20/10 model is designed to approach
this new reality and current context. It was developed by Morgan McCall, Robert W. Eichinger and Michael M. Lombardo, from the Center
for Creative Leadership, at Princeton University, and it’s a learning philosophy that supposes
a change in the way to perform development
plans related to educational processes.
This perspective is based on internalizing new
knowledge and learning happening through
practice and real experience that allows testing
the learning, this way, the 70/20/10 formula
means:
•
70 percent of learning comes from practical experience, taking part in solving complex problems through competency practice.
The speed with which changes in the organizational field occur makes it necessary for collaborators know how to handle a wide range
of strategies and practices that allow them to
adapt to different situations.
These practices imply generating the proper
collaborations to reach key people who have
the abilities required to approach problems;

This implies, in practice, that the leaders and
bosses provide learning spaces for their teams
so that they can generate solutions and test
them. If we want to have good talent, we must
provide the spaces in which they apply the competencies they learn.
For example, if we want to have a good Head of
Project, we must assign jobs according to their
level and accompany their performance until
they complete the most complexity they can reach. Some heads assume that the people must
exercise a role without preparing the contexts
earlier.
•
The 20 percent corresponds to the work
of coaching, training mentor assigning, interaction between teams, model observation and feedback from the leaders involved in talent development.
This feedback is key to start adjusting behaviors,
conducts, techniques, criteria, focuses, during
practice itself, learning through the relationship
with and observation of others. The ideal, then,
is to generate collaborative learning groups,
where they share with the relationship network
(in which co-workers, chiefs, bosses, other areas,
customers, are included).
•
The 10% comes from formal technical
learning, through courses, lectures, e-learning,
workshops, seminars, diploma courses, etc.

EXECUTIVE COACHING
Definitely, the process of talent development must consider practical experience, coaching and formal education.
Lastly, for this process to be effective, it’s important to
complement it with two key organizational processes. The
first one is the process of selection aligned with talent
recruitment and role competencies breach evaluation.
The second one is performance evaluation, which requires leadership and qualified heads to evaluate the collaborators’ real performance based on objective and tight
criteria.
Developing talent is a necessary condition to ensure the
three key variants of productivity: sustained profitability,
good weather and customer satisfaction.

1) Proceso de selección alineado con
el reclutamiento de talentos y
evaluación de brechas de
competencias de roles

70 % de asignaciones de los talentos en
proyectos complejos
20 % de invesión en coaching para
acompañar el desarrollo de competencias

2) Proceso de
entrenamiento
de
competencias
basado en el
principio
70 20 10

10 % de educación formal
en apoyo tecnico

Liderazgos estrategicos
perfiles profesionales empleables
3) Proceso de evaluación de desempeño

Integral model of talent development
1)

Selection aligned with talent recruitment and role competencies breach evaluation.

2)

Process of Competency Training based on the 70 20 10 principle.
70% of talent assigning in complex projects
20% of investment in coaching to accompany competency development, and
10% of formal education in technical support.

Company
3)

Strategic leaderships that enable learning contexts
Employable professional profiles
Process of performance evaluation
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Improve your productivity easily!
Now that the year is starting it’s important that you dedicate a space to see in what way you can improve your productivity. Capital
H recommends:
• Remember that being productive doesn’t mean doing a lot of
things, but give a bigger value to the things that generate to have
free time.
• You can start being productive from the moment you wake up;
it doesn’t mean working sun to sun, what about improving some
habits, like having a good breakfast, for example?
• Order priorities and make a list at the end of the workday with the
issues you have to deal with, so that you can get to the office and
you have the whole day organized.
• Always give yourself spaces to have free time. Entertainment is
important to increase creativity; spending time with your family,
reading, walking, are activities that favor the development of competencies, useful for communication and teamwork.

Lead your small and medium business to success with a good inventory Ignacio Vizcaíno, creator of the entrepreneurial system for high management, Crescendo ERP, ex-

plains that an entrepreneur can manage up to 95 percent assertiveness when calculating inventory by supporting
on Excel sheets or systems that provide basic information.
However, he says, “that five percent error margin a month could turn into 50 percent of the business’ inventory in
10 months and cause liquidity and profitability problems.”
Small and medium businesses have the possibility to pay very affordable
rents for entrepreneurial systems in the cloud that allow them to be more
efficient and productive.
The Crescendo ERP entrepreneurial system, for example makes a diagnosis through mathematic models, the minimal and maximum quantity that
they must carry of each product in the inventory; this way, when it detects
a product’s minimal stock, it can send an invoice to the suppliers automatically, guaranteeing that the business will always have an optimal inventory.
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Mediterráneo, a collection from the desert and the sea
Haramara, name give by the Huichol people to the mother goddess of water, sea and fertility, is a proposal of jewelry with
identity that is inspired in nature and its relationship with the feminine being..
In its third collection, “Mediterráneo 2016”, it proposes jewelry pieces charged with the Berber aesthetic and, at the same
time, shows the natural beauty of deserts and oceans.
For the creation of each piece, they used handcraft techniques 100
hand made, which gives a special touch to each jewel you wear for
those special moments.

The perfect Resort in the Mayan Riviera
The Ocean Riviera Paradise is a “24h all-inclusive” Resort
that will open in December 2016 for all the lovers of the
Mayan Riviera. Besides, it’s located at the beachfront in
Playa del Carmen, just 40 minutes from Cancun.
The new hotel reflects contemporary minimalist style
architecture, with rich details in wood and a relaxing
tropical environment. It will have for distinct guest subdivisions:
The “Daisy” section tends to families and has interconnected rooms, it’s close to the children’s pool and
day-care facilities. The “Privilege” area has an access to
exclusive butler services, lounge, exclusive pool and
preferential reservations in thematic restaurants. Most
of the 970 rooms in the complex are located in the “Eden”, designed for those who want to experience the best in this Caribbean destination. “El Beso” [The Kiss] is a section for guests over 18 years
of age only.
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The full life

México

Dr. Patricia Zambrano, Master Coach for ICC
Life and Executive Coach

Does cold exist? No, it’s just the absence of heat. Does darkness exist?
No, it’s just the absence of light.
Does Unlife exist? No, it’s just the
absence of a full and real life.
When I heard this, it made me reflect on what
FULL life is, or, to put it better: Can I catalogue
the life I live as a full life?
“Every human being has the total liberty to do
with his or her life whatever he or she wishes,
it’s a right that is conferred to us at the moment
of birth; that free will that people talk about, but
very few of us really understand, and that is related with that great space of liberty”, Norma
Alonso
We don’t realize how it is that, little by little, we
leave aside our real life to start looking at it from
the outside, from the barrier, virtually, where we
take no risks of being hurt, but we are also not
touched with the best experiences

How much time do you dedicate to see life
from the barrier, watching others’ lives on Facebook...? Have you ever been told, “Get a life!”?
Could it be that life is being born, grow up, work,
get old and die?
I think that this situation is just a very limited
point of view, I think that there is another way to
see life, which, at times, escapes us, and it’s the
one I call getting involved in life, living it, taste it,
getting dirty, taking the risk of being hurt, being
the protagonist of a real story.
Living a FULL LIFE is meeting your newborn sibling and paying attention; it’s making friends
for the first time in childhood (and, why not, making a first friend at work, in a party you go to);
it’s winning the game; it’s falling in love for the
first, second and all the times you want, and not
be corresponded; it’s visiting your grandparents
and talking to them; it’s feeling thrilled when you
get hired; it’s knowing what it’s like to work day
in and day out and then administer the money
you earned with your sweat;

LIFE COACHING
It’s taking risks as an entrepreneur in a new
business you don’t know is going to work; it’s
committing to a formal relationship; it’s loving and becoming a person that takes care of
another with sensibility; it’s seeing your child’s
face for the first time and he or she holding you
with tiny fingers; it’s travelling, it’s knowing
other cultures; it’s helping, it’s visiting someone, even though it implies an extra effort...
All these things mean getting involved in life,
living it to the fullest, they are the “giving myself the room to enjoy everything that is priceless”, they are lived experiences in real life
and in full color. But if we insist on Unlife, we
experience none of this and, suddenly, we realize that we have lost three or four decades of
the eight or nine we get.
I invite you to do this exercise: if you had to
mark how much time from your day you dedicate to each field of your life, how would your
Wheel of Life turn out?

wheel of life
Leisure
Leisure
Romance

Spirituality
Health
Family

Professional
Development Economy

I like the metaphor of a wheel because it’s dynamic, it turns, and it also moves somewhere,
it has a destination to which you can go. However, a few times we wonder where we want to
get to with our life, it’s thinking: what do I want
to achieve with this hurried turning?
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COACHING DE VIDA

LIFE COACHING

Today, we spend most of our time working and we forget the rest, we wat wrong and we don’t have
time to exercise; it’s not casual that obesity is ensnaring almost everyone.
We are connected to the web all the time; we sometimes even check our phones when we wake up at
night, right? We drink coffee, we smoke or any other thing in order to just stay awake a bit longer...
lest we miss a detail of our “life”.
We miss the magic moments that happen all around us: the setting sun, an unexpected smile in the
street, playing with our children or some friend, walking our pets.
Leisure is reduced to places where we don’t connect with the other. For example, if we go to the movies to see a film, we even chat there! During our free time we go to eat at some mall and we miss the
opportunity of the table talk that connects us. Going outdoors and not do anything isn’t as frequent as
it used to be.
Are you missing something? Have you had that feeling that you are alone while you are with someone?
All our emotionality is reduced to the basic: looking for sustenance, a home and security. And we have
stopped developing the range of internal resources that provide emotions, nostalgia, jubilation; even
feeling butterflies in the stomach is passé!
Are you waiting for something to live YOUR life? Get INVOLVED without fear, live body, mind, soul
and spirit, connect with your environment, live life with all the brights and darks and embrace them,
because these are the ones that help you BE more and a better person.
Design the life you wish, this is a good month to do it. Now ask yourself, what would make me feel
satisfied at the end of 2016, or in six months’ time? Ready? Get to it!

NEWS, GADGETS & LIFESTYLE
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Palliative medicine, a necessity
Palliative medicine has the finality to give patients in terminal phase a better quality of life. Doctor Gloria Domínguez Castillejos, who
teaches the subject of Pain Medicine and Palliative Cares of the
International Medicine Program of the Autonomous University of
Guadalajara (UAG), explained that every hospital must ensure attention for those patients in terminal phase.
The great challenge of the hospitals system is to instruct their
health staff, between doctors, nurses, psychologists, social workers, and all specialized personnel that is in contact with the patient and his or her family.
From January 2015, Dr. Domínguez Castillejos started the “Home
Care” program, in which students in the International Medicine
Program of the UAG tend to terminally ill patients at their homes
for free.
The professor explained that this program has, among other objectives, to sensitize the students and work on medical responsibility, “that they start getting involved in
that they have to give something for others, and that
more than seeing suffering, they see the lacks and
how the doctor should not be dehumanized”.
To this day, the program has a registration of over 40
patients.

Quartz Rose, the color for 2016
The fashiom for this year marks a strong trend
towards the Rose Quartz color, because it’s a persuasive, yet soft color, which transmits compassion
and composure.
Diego Dalla Palma offers multiple accessories in
makeup so that your eyes are highlighted with eye
shadows, and your lips with liners, lipsticks and
gloss.

NEWS, GADGETS & LIFESTYLE
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New Reebok Classic designs for all tastes...
Reebok Classic and Garbstore have a Running Pack for each style: the Pump Running
Dual Vnt and the Ventilator SDE in brown, accompanied by black and gray.
With deluxe leather, suede, fabrics in dark brown and a bright white sole that contrasts, the Ventilators present an incomparable aesthetic. On their part, the Pump
Running Dual Vnts, with an intrepid look, have a combination of black at the ankle
that contrasts with the dark brown that characterizes these shoes, they also have a
white sole to give the sneakers a fresh look.
And for women, there’s the option of the Ventilators in their exclusive model to celebrate their 25th anniversary. With the collaboration of Russian artist Yeka Haski, these
sneakers are made in opaque leather in white, pink and black, with mesh side panels
to have a better ventilation. The tip and heel are designed with cartoon characters, representative of the artist, who is known for creating worlds in fantastic environments.

The link of followers in social networks must be done with
conviction
Posting is easy, posting what is good for us is more complicated... And besides, that said posts link our
company’s interests and those of the followers we look for in social networks, can sometimes be a titanic
endeavor. The trick lies in doing it by appealing to people’s convictions.
Carlos López Praget, expert trainer at ADAMS (entrepreneurial training company) indicated that you can’t
force the followers in our social networks to want to receive the information we want to give them. Instead,
if we work with that which they believe, that interests them and that with which they agree, it’s easier to
keep them.
The message is the most important at the moment of
connecting with the followers, because there lays the
added value offered to them. That’s why, you must take
the time to plan it in order to do it as real and honest
as possible. “The current added value lies in communication for one simple reason: you can have the best
competitive advantages, but if you don’t know hoe to
communicate them... no one will be able to recognize
them”, said López Praget.
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HEALTHY BALANCE
Resistance against speed
A lot of us question how and
surely, at some time you have
what kind of specific workout
perfect my training routine?
doing five minutes of intense
hour of moderate exercise?

when to train;
asked yourself,
should I do to
What’s better:
workout or an

It’s always important to bear some factors in
mind, like genetics, the level and quality of
the training, eating habits, socio-cultural environment, th eproper facilities and equipment,
shoes, pulsometer, physical therapy, etc.
Every athlete needs to train on speed and resistance. The difference between one an the
other will be basically on the level of demand,
the length of the stretches, the number of repetitions and the time of recovery.
Remember that for intense exercise (or speed)
you need to do three to five minutes and rest
two or three minutes to recover the 120 beats
per minute (approximately), whereas for performance exercise, the beats have to be between 120 and 140 beats per minute.
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Recoveries should be longer when the rhythm
you look for is more demanding, because if
they are not, we will only accumulate fatigue
and the performance in each interval will be
decreasing.
It’s more effective to do the recovery interval in
soft activity (not stopped), to delay the appearance of lactic acid and that our enzymes process energy efficiently by delaying the feeling
of muscle fatigue.
Depending on the exercise or the goal you’re
searching, it will be better that you base on
speed or on performance.
For amateurs, it’s always better to opt for looking for performance on the first months and
then focus on speed or intensity so as not to get
hurt or tired, that is, start with 30 minutes walks
for a month, the, for example, jog ten minutes
every day and every two weeks increase five or
ten minutes, (this applies for any cardio exercise, like biking, pilates, swimming, zumba, etc.).
Now, if you prefer activities that imply training
to improve muscle toning, if you are a woman
you can start with four-pound weights and
gradually increase the weight in the following
months; in the case of men, you can start with
ten-pound weights.
This will start giving you physical condition so
that you can improve your performance and
your speed little by little.

Culinary Sins
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Carlos Guillén Santos,

NFL… to eat perfect!

Carlos Guillén Santos, chef owner
of Banneton Bistro restaurant

I always associated that Christmas vacations
were over when every January 1st we woke up
to see a whole day of college football bowls.
And the epitome with which this period of big
meals, gatherings and the such was concluded
was the (extremely expected by my dad) Super
Bowl (which was most hated by my mom.)
But, besides my anecdotic part, the theme for
this article is the relationship between the National Football League (NFL) and food.
Outside of stadiums there is a very interesting phenomenon going on called “tailgating”,
which can be defined as a social gathering
which very informally serves free food to all
who attends, because it’s considered taboo to
charge to food fans.
What’s so peculiar about this is that food is served and many times cooked in a vehicles trunk;
being the stadiums’ parking lots the most common scenario for these events.

Now, the food served at tailgating is prepared
in grill and people usually drink light alcoholic
beverages. In these gatherings there are real
grilling masters, people who have managed
to dominate the most complex smoking techniques and the cooking temperatures (what is
the most proper term, according to the meat
used), that many chefs wish they knew!
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Is all this necessary to enjoy a good football game?
No. Does it improve the appreciation and game
analysis of our favorite team? No. Is it delicious? Of
course!

Whether the food is cooked on the modest coal
grill or in close to professional authentic kitchens, we will always find the following as typical tailgating food: chili (stewed beef with vegetables, which are generally spicy), some sort
of grilled or stuffed vegetable (jalapeño poppers are the best known), hamburgers in every
presentation, hot dogs, hot wings, nachos, different side dishes (like coleslaw, potato salad,
vegetables, besides pasta and dips) and desserts; and we have to mention beverages like
fruit punch, sodas, teas, beers, and, in some
cases, even wine.
A different case is what happens in the stadiums. Here we can find local dishes christened with the teams’ names, which are true
challenges for the palate; for example, the
“Game changer” bun, which is served in the
Atlanta Falcons stadium (and which has macaroni and cheese as one of the ingredients),
or the “Champion chip” nachos bucket offered
at the Seattle Seahawks stadium a mix of blue
and green nachos, minced chicken or beef, sliced green peppers, jalapeños, olives, cheese
and chipotle sauce, black beans, Cotija cheese, sour cream, pico de gallo salsa, and to top
it off, banana rings.)
Even in the stadium we can find dishes made
by renowned chefs, which can include from
low fire braised goat with Korean spices, hot
dogs with handcrafted sausages, limited edition beers, nachos prepared with seafood or
bao style buns.

And, as we have said many times, food is a personal
and totally subjective experience; so, what’s important is not if we watch the Super Bowl with microwave
popcorn or with a kobe beef hamburger, with truffles
and foie gras. What’s important is getting together
with our friends and also have a good ambiance, organize a nice barbeque to feel as part of tailgating and
scream our lungs out with every fan after the winning
touchdown in the last seconds of the game.
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INTERVIEW: ROBERT DILTS

Coaching and NLP,
your best allies
ROBERT DILTS:

• He is one of the most important world-wide developers
and promoters for Neuro Linguistic Programming (NPL),
an architype of human behavior, learning and communication
• Some of his contributions are linked to the Systemic
NPL, strategies, and Belief Systems.
• Some books he has written are From Coach to Awakener, Sleight of Mouth, Changing Belief Systems With NLP,
The Hero’s Journey

What is your concept of Coaching?
The word coach comes from the name of a town
in Hungary from Middle Ages and they became famous because they made coaches, what we call today a coach, which is a vehicle, a carriage that takes
somebody from a present state to a desire state.
That means you have to create a path and then find
what the resources necessary to travel that path are;
along the way you will encounter certain types of
obstacles, interferences, resistances. A coach helps
the client to say “where am I now, where do I wanna
go? What´s the path? What resources do I need?
And when I encounter obstacles, what can I do to
deal with them and walk?”

When we say that the athlete has a good coach,
not because the coach does something, the coach
is helping the athlete to be able to be their best. An
executive coach does the same thing; you have certain outcomes, goals, and the client is able to perform at their best. Getting the result and performing
at the best is what makes the difference.
Ego and beliefs are a part of every person, how can
a coach deal with all those mental concepts in order
to help his/her coachée?
The Structure of Magic –a book- says that we have
our map of the world, that´s what determines what
we know, how we do it. Beliefs are about sort of
these kinds of pop parts of our map;

in the book they said is not about taking away
choices is about add choices and adding a
choice means I really feel I have a choice. Then
what happens is that you tend automatically
take the better choice.

People usually are afraid of change…
Change is risky. When you change you don’t
know what´s gonna happen. You can think, “I
rather be stock in what at least it´s familiar, at
least I know it, rather than take this risk.”

I hear people that say NLP means that you are
a programming, I say, not at all! in fact NLP is
saying you are much more than your programming. Your programming influences you, but
you are more than that.

So, when you talk something like courage, I
always like to point out that courage is absolutely unnecessary unless you are afraid, if you
are not afraid you don’t need courage. What is
courage? Is not the absence of fear, is the connection to something bigger than the fear.

When I´m coaching and somebody has a limiting belief, I don´t get stock in all that beliefs;
it´s as simple as saying “yes, that limiting belief is there, what other choices of beliefs could
you have?” If I can add a choice that serves the
same purpose and gives you great of flexibility,
you will take it.
Once you can be aware, then you can actually
start having a choice. If, as a coach, I remove
the relief, basically I´m making the decision for
my client that that is bad belief, it´s most saying
“that´s a choice you can always have, you can
always choice to believe that and notice what
happens.”
Once I have a client become aware of their belief, I do a process called “tasting the poison”,
when you tasted it and you noticed, “when I
start to think that, what happens in my body,
what happens to my reality?”, that Neuro Linguistic Program produces this kind of state, this
kind of performance, “is that that I want? No,
my outcome is that and it´s taking me there”,
so instead of removing something, you do what
I call building a belief bridge, that bridge can
go over the other one, so when I go up ask
myself “am I gonna take that road or this road?
Well, I wanna go there, I´m gonna take that
road.” If you are a coach, your job is add choices for your client, not take them away.
The ultimate goal of coaching is: there´s the
road, there is the goal, if this is an obstacle, ok,
I then transform it, I get another choice.

Ego and beliefs, we could say, are in “my small
self.” Fear is natural, we are afraid of change
because it could be dangerous, because there´s
no guarantee. The strange thing is there´s no
guarantee in not changing either.
The strangest thing in the world is that fear also
keeps people trying to not change and that is
usually the thing that would be the most dangerous. If you don’t change and the world keeps
changing you´re gonna be in trouble.
Think of a successful shoe store, do they sale
only one shoe? No, the more clients they have,
the more type of shoes they need; so the more
successful you are, the more you are gonna be
expanding; successful companies, are they still
selling the product that they were selling years
ago? Apple has the ability to innovate, to change, that´s the measure of success, the more flexibility, the more variation, the more choices,
the more success, because more I´m gonna be
able to deal with whatever is happening.
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INTERVIEW: TIM GALLWEY

Coaching, a way to live
your life
TIM GALLWEY:
• One of Coaching pioneers
• He founded the theory of the “Inner Game.”
In our head, always lives “self-one”, (who requires us more and claims to do things better).
On the other side, it also coexist “self-two”
(the one who has learned along our life every
movement and learning; this is the one we
have to listen.)
• Author of books, such as The Inner Game
of Tennis, The Inner Game of Work, The Inner
Game of Stress
What means Coaching for you?
What means Coaching for you?
For me, Coaching is to get the best of the
people. The primary part of this methodology
is that you want to learn, develop and enjoy
your performance in any extent of your life.
Coaching can give the ability to move in a satisfactory way through the objectives that every
person has.
What has been the most rewarding experience
in your profession as a coach?
I´ve learned many things from my students…
still learning, actually! Coaching is to say, “I´m
here to help another person, get to where they
want to go”, as a coach you have the chance
to make a person realize that can run their life,
that´s great!

An Inner Game instruction has two components,
one is that increases feedback from reality; and
two is that distracts your mind, this is distracting you and distracts you from the distraction
of your own mind. When I can do both of those
There were no books on coaching and the basis successfully, is a really useful technique.
of the learning was that my roll was not to teach
primarily, but to help my students to learn and Which tools must be develop to learn not to
made a difference. That took me into what´s obstruct yourself in a competence?
going on inside the head of the student and I All the time, people have this internal conversarealized that there´s an unhelpful dialog insi- tion that criticizes themselves, so the first thing
de our head and may be the instructions I was that you have to do is stop doing these things
giving wasn´t helpful, so I stopped giving them and focus on your virtues.
instructions and found ways of teaching with
coaching, which will facilitate learning from the One of the tools is to deal with those things that
you do control and don´t bother so much for
experiences every person has.
those things that you don’t control. You don’t
¿How did you discover that we all have “two really control what happens to you, but you can
control how you can respond to those things
selves” in our head?
One day I was teaching tennis this woman that happen.
and I was tired, so I didn´t explained her much
about what she had to do and, for my asto- What does a coach has to do to promote the
nishment, she did the exercise better, without self-two?
The performance gets better if the person enexplanations.
joys the process. As a coach you have to reThe next day I give her some advices and she member that the answers are in the person.
started to fail in all the shoots, so I asked her What people needs to do is to distracts their
what was happening, so she said, “I don´t mind.
know, I know how to do it, but, although I try, I
In our life and work, do we have to let self-two
can´t concentrate…”
do the job?
Suddenly I realized that she was trying to con- We have to remember that excellence is achiecentrate, but something didn´t let her. Everyo- ved in a balance between outer game and inne has inner interferences and play the game ner game and use it. The self-two is the one
on their own hearts and minds. For example, who has learned in a natural way how to do
many people play tennis to have fun, but they things, so self-two can be useful in our life.
end up having stress and is not the opponent
that stresses them, mostly is the conversation One way to look the inner game technique is
in the head that they have about how they can how this is trying to control everything when it
realy doestnt know enough to be in control, it´s
control themselves.
like we have a teenager in our head that think
How can the person be able to get out of the that knows everything, wants to tell you how to
environment, plus the self-one to have a good do everything, your should or shouldn´t, meanwhile the one that has to do the action, your
game?
The self-two is a huge reserve of human po- body, your potential, is taking these orders from
tential, but it can´t be able to play well if it´s where you learned it.
listening to the self-one conversation. This selfone tells you how to do things and how not to
do things.

Which has been the evolution of Coaching since you started to develop it until now?
Coaching has had a lot of evolution, but is still
a growing profession.
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INTERVIEW: MICHAEL HALL

Coaching designed to
challenge a person
MICHAEL HALL:
• He is one of Meta Coaching founders,
grounded in the Communication Science of
Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP), and the
Cognitive Sciences of Neuro-Semantics (NS).
• He has fully worked on Neuro-Semantics
and he´s also founder of the International Society of Neuro-Semantics (ISNS)
• Among other, he is the author of books such
as Meta Coaching, Winning the Inner Game
and Figuring out people

What is Meta Coaching?
The word meta means “higher”, we´re not coaching just performance, we´re coaching people
to be and think in higher ways. We´re coaching
the mind, the meaning´s people give to thinks
or understandings what we call the inner game.
If we coach the inner game, then the outer
game is more effective, because if we just do
behavior, but they haven´t change, the behavior is not going to last. So, Meta Coaching is
about lasting change that is deep in the personality.

How can you describe the inner game?
The inner game is everything we think and
everything it´s going on in the movie of our
mind, what we see, what we say to ourselves,
how we feel that, how we experience it.
The inner game also is all the rules and values
I have in my mind, how to play the game of
love, how to play the game of business, etcetera. And if the rules of the game in my mind
doesn´t fit in the rules in the real world then
I´m gonna be affected.
How can a person change his/her inner game?
We first have to find in the past and identify the
game. The coach is going to be entering into
their consciousness by asking meta questions:
What would I see that you´re seeing? What
would I hear that you hearing? What are you
saying to yourself and what tone of voice and
how loud is it? What do you believe about that?
What does it mean to you?

What do you think about ethics in coaching?
It´s essential! If coaching is powerful, if it can
change people, it can hurt people! So, a coach
has to be aware of we could mess someone up.
And, so as in medicine, do not harm is our first
ethic.
The second is to make sure the person is choosing that they know what they are getting and
what we are promising we are delivering. If we
promise over promise and under deliver, no
coach is going to stay in the market.
In Meta Coaching we have distinctions of coachability: who is a true client for coaching and
who´s not, who needs therapy or training, not
coaching.

Which is the future of coaching worldwide?
Coaching is now coming into new lot of new
countries, but in Europe, Australia, America it
has been around for 15 years. For example, in
the United States most of the states have reguHow about the outer game?
lations. In the state of Colorado, where I live,
That´s all the opposite. That´s what I do, how I you cannot announce yourself as a coach, unexpress myself, that´s my language, my no sen- less you go to the proper clinch you´ll be crease, that´s what I give to the world and people ting a fat felony, it´s worth of jail to be annoucan see in interacting. And if it´s not effecti- ncing that without qualifications.
ve, I can change it symptomatically, but it´s not
gonna be a real or lasting change unless I go So, one of the futures in coaching is there´s
change the inner game.
going to be boundaries. Part of the future is goHow does a person can achieve that?
This is where the client for coaching has to be
solid sense of self, good sense of eagle strength
and wants to be challenged, wants to be taken
to the next level, so more the potentials could
be activated, mobilized, released.
Which has been the biggest change in your
personal life through coaching?
Well, coaching change the coach. When I do
coaching I make a reflection, “what would I say
or do in that situation”, or something that reminds me “well, I should try to do that too.”
How we defined in Meta Coaching it´s a conversation like no other conversation because
it´s designed to get to the heart of things and
challenge the person.

vernments and organizations. States are going
to start creating these regulations, so that’s
wonderful change!
Depending on the quality of the coaches, this
profession could be seen as “this is a hard level
profession” or it could be seen as “you can´t
get another job, go coach”.
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EnCONTRASTE
Breaking the habit of being yourself
Author: Joe Dispenza
Reality begins being forged in the mind. The scientist and author delves deeper in
all those issues that captivated us so much – quantum physics, neuroscience, biology
and genetics – to teach us how to reprogram our brains and widen our frame of reality.
According to the author’s words “identity void” is the void between “who I am in reality” and “who I pretend to be”.
This is a practical method of transformation to create prosperity and wealth, but it’s
also a prodigious trip to a new state of awareness.

What dreams may
Genre: Drama / Fantasy
Year: 1998
Director: Vincent Ward
Cast: Robin Williams, Annabella Sciorra, Cuba Gooding Jr., Vincent Ward
When the mind passes our reality, we must choose how to live in harmony to find forgiveness...
Chris and Annie Nielsen live the life the have been looking for, they love
their children, but after they die in a traffic accident, the parents must
search for all the mechanisms to understand and help each other.
However, Chris also dies and he must accept that being beside Annie is
not an option anymore. Albert (one of Chris’ teachers) s next to him and
guides him so that his souls travels to a magical place where he wants
to stay.
But when Chris discovers that Annie has committed suicide and that her
soul is in the worst hell she has created for herself, he will do everything
that he can to go look for her and make her see everything that is happening.
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TEAM COACHING

Who’s who
Aníbal P. Santoro,

Executive and Executive
Coach, certified by ICC.
Master in Psychoanalytical
Psychotherapy

Looking for cohesion in individual forces to
align them to achieving a common objective
is a common task that can very well be made
easier if the differences in personal interests
are observed (without being tempted to cast
defensive judgments that, most of the time,
are manifested from pride and devaluation).
In the past few days I read and article published in a newspaper in Argentina, “What happens when no one wants to be promoted to
boss?”, which presented an unsettling issue,
sustained on a report by Addison Group.
The themes dealt with in it would refer to a
fear anticipating the future void of management due to the low interest that some professionals born between 1980 and 1994 to
occupy management positions. However, the
problem implies another dimension: What’s
needed to make a work group to turn into a
team.
In1921, Sigmund Freud expressed – in Mass
Psychology – his conclusions about what leads
the human being to gather in groups at the
time he sketches his analysis about their dynamics and motivations; being determinant
that there are two psychologies: one for the
mass and one for the leaders.

One of his highlighted contributions in said
work establishes something that is very important, which allows inferring the following:
“It’s a mistake to pretend to standardize the
human being, their needs and motivations”
Wilfred Bion, war hero, doctor and postkleinian psychoanalyst, analyzed the dynamics of
individuals within a group and concluded that
there is a conflict between the individual’s desires and the group’s mentality; the members
appear to have expectations for their problems to be solved immediately, which they
deposit on whoever leads them. This enriches
Freud’s conclusions about the existence of two
psychologies.
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TEAM COACHING
With what was exposed in the article by Addison Group, it is evident that there is at least one
profile that was not contemplated: the people
who walk their own road, often reviled by the
wrongly applied name of narcissists, maybe as
an attempt by society to defend from those who
dare “outside” the system and use it to “live
their life”.
Far from signifying a new standard, this new
group represents a group of individuals with
dissimilar motivations that originate to new
standards that are not contemplated in traditional models.
We also find explicative models of each
individual’s reality, from which we can rescue
two. One is the enneagram (in which the characteristics of the nine types of personality are
explained), and the other is the Kabbalah (how
to receive fullness in our lives).
In all these models, the type that is most harmful for the cohesion of any group is excluded:
the wolf in sheep’s clothing, capable of generating alliances and turn to treasons in order to
survive.
In a theoretical model that I have called OntoPsiquis, I describe ten types of personality
with 54 combinations. In this, I also include the
type of personality that some identify as “toxic
people”.
The importance of this model of recognition of
non-standardized personality types lies in that
the differences also reach the coach, who, at
the same time, provides his or her reality, and
for this same thing, is obligated to reach a stay
in his or her balance center in front of his or her
coachee and the group.

So, in the coach’s challenge to accompany a
group in their process to become a team, three
elements can be rescued:
a)
The group, with their expectations, needs, worries and fears
b)
The boss or leader, with his or her expectations, needs, worries and fears
c)
The coach, with his or her expectations,
needs, worries and fears, is part of the system
In the search to solve conflicts, an easy, simplistic and most used way out, is to enclose individual differences, going for the mandatory
need for a professional behavior in which the
individual psycho-affective reality is restricted.
An employee gives the most when he or
she has managed to integrate all their human reality
The modality to “obtain objective fulfillment
from the administrators” is generally used by
managers who control resources and, instead,
is barely taken in mind by those who lead
towards achieving objectives, beyond the existence or inexistence of resources.
“Administrator Directors” usually eliminate the
affective variant, maybe because it’s not quantifiable or maybe because they don’t “know”
what to do or how to respond to “feeling”.
Natural sympathetic leaders are capable to
identify the individual needs and find ways so
that, what might be a weakness, becomes a
strength for the person and the group.
This defines, in both of Freud’s psychologies, a
new division to contemplate:

TEAM COACHING
Identifications within the group with those who 33
emit judgments respond to different individual
needs that can build loyalties, as well as quickly
lead to lack of motivation and even to treason.
As part of the self-centering we must be clear
on not trying to reeducate the group’s members; on the contrary, we must touch individual
fibers respecting their essence. Achieving a
satisfying response to the interests of the organization doesn’t work at all after having led
an individual to a borderline situation that puts
them closer to self-preservation than the road
to self-fulfillment.
Achieving a goal shouldn’t be at the expense of
a team’s members

It’s necessary to identify those who need a clear
guide in the “Mass”, generally represented in
the manageable group with characteristics of
submission, mixed with respect and fear, from
those who need space for their creativity, those
who are usually more autonomous and prone
to establishing links by authority identification
and legitimation.
In this process of recognition of individual characteristics, the coach must always defend the
inner certainty that no one is right and no ones
is wrong, essential self-centering to sustain
objectivity as a coach and strengthen the protection against pretensions and manipulations
from bosses, leaders or directors, who could
very well belong to the type mentioned as “wolf
in sheep’s clothing” and “toxic people”.
As a coach, it’s necessary to measure the weight
that judgment has as a defensive obstacle to
achieve any individual progress.
The demand is a bit higher as a Teams Coach,
given that we must detect the source of judgments and identify them as the tool of those who usually control, without contributing to
achieving cohesion in the group.

In the search of the road to self-fulfillment, OntoPsiquis identifies profiles based on the analysis of the only Primary Need to which each individual responds to be motivated in achieving
a goal.

Interpretation of the Primary Needs
A – Being perfect implies self control, a fine detail, the absence of mistakes, an ethical behavior, moral conscience, wanting to indicate “what to do” and “how to do it”.
B – When focusing on the needs and desires of others, they get as a benefit the opportunity
to provide advise or a service with which they can feel sought after, cared for and loved.
C – Being valued by an audience implies standing out, being successful and handling in
terms of prestige and status. They can get to believe “I am for what I do and/or what I have”.
D – Being taken into account implies perceiving that they are heard and understood by
others who, when bonding, provides an echo that gives the certainty that, by expressing, they
didn’t go unnoticed.
E – Being an expert in something just to belong.
F – Feeling safe, grateful. Basically it has to do with having a network of financial guarantee,
as well as a social network of containment that is capable of deciding for one; that can generate guides and/or guidelines to follow so that one can trust and depend, and so be calm
about the consequences of what they will do. They manage to trust others.
G – Feeling stable, through control. It’s about a similar need (for a social network and a financial guarantee) that the last type. The difference lies on the e need to be in control of the
environment in order to not having to depend on others.
H – Being happy is understood as a way to escape suffering. Everyone can be or feel happy,
but it’s something that happens to them, they realize it and enjoy it. Instead, whoever needs
happiness runs form him or herself and all that which might lead them to feel pain, constantly looking for stimulations, entertainment and distractors.
I – Feeling strong and powerful refers to the awareness of individual ability associated to
the challenge of achieving any purpose. No limit is capable of containing this conscience of
personal strength.
J – Being at peace and harmony implies a wear of psychic energy. There are two certainties.
One is that we can always discover something positive in any negative situation. Another is
that there is always the feeling, the inner certainty that there’s always time to solve whatever
may not be right.
Each Primary Need is a guiding axis from which every personality type is structured with its
own defined and different characteristics.
Within these ten types there are three which are naturally competitive against each other,
one that competes against itself and the rest have to learn how to compete in order to survive, but with an inner conflict quota to have to do it. Among these... is the wolf.
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Combine your outfit with Dockers
During winter time, it’s usual to have events every day and most of these are held outdoors, for
which you have to be wrapped up to avoid colds. These clothes combinations will help you have
a perfect outfit to look amazing, according to each occasion.
For example, you can combine a variety of t-shirts with zippered, closed and/or high collar sweaters. If you still feel very cold, you can opt for a jacket or coat in dark colors. To combine perfectly
and if you like sports or outdoors activities, remember to wear hats and ankle boots that protect
you from low temperatures.

Comfortable shoes for walks
B Birkenstock launches their AMSTERDAM shoes model for this season, which
is inspired in the classic Dutch clog, perfect for those who like feeling great in
their feet.
You can wear them with woolen socks in dark tones to propose ideal trends to
go out for coffee on a Sunday or take your pet out for a walk!
Thanks to their special felt surface that covers them in and out, you will be able
to walk even if it’s cold; in short, they have a relaxed look with a trendy touch,
without neglecting the urban style that gives them a touch of comfort.

The 2015 Latin Golf Cup, great exponents
in this sport
A few days ago, Focus Sports organized the Latin Golf ryder-like
event, the only one in Latin America, which gathers the best exponents in Central and South America. The grand event was held on the
MALANQUÍN CLUB DE GOLF field, located in San Miguel de Allende,
with an imposing par 72 course and 7,289 yards.
For four days we will have the privilege to see the best golfing from
Central and South America, led by Eduardo Herrera, who, for more
than 20 years was the only reference of Colombian golf. On its part,
the captain for Mexico was Efrén Serna.
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The 2016 Rock ‘n’ Roll Querétaro Marathon, Half Marathon
and 10K
On Sunday, October 2, you will be able to take part in the 2016 Rock ‘n’ Roll
Querétaro Marathon (42.125 Km), Half Marathon (21.1Km) and 10K categories.
What’s different about this event? The race will have ten music bands playing live on stages set throughout the beautiful scenic route (which will go
through the most emblematic avenues, sites and buildings in Queretaro), besides a concert at the finish line in charge of the most renowned bands today.
The 10K start will be at 7:15 in the morning, whereas the marathon and half
marathon will start at 7:45. It is expected to have a participation of 15 thousand runners.
To sign up and get more information, you can visit http://runrocknroll.competitor.com or follow @RunRocknRoll and @RnRMexico on Twitter.

Galaxy View, a new experience in entertainment
The new Samsung Galaxy View device has an 18.4” screen, which
provides entertainment anywhere and with an excellent quality
when broadcasting videos and high definition content, under the
Android operating system.
With the Galaxy View you will be able to enjoy multimedia contents
like Claro Video (the video streaming service provided to audiences in Mexico and other countries in Latin America) with access to
thousands of movies in every genre, as well as some of the most
renowned series, concerts, documentaries and children’s programs.
Thanks to its operating system you will have access to the most recent content in a very comfortable and easy way. Besides, its stereo
speakers offer a great quality in audio and multimedia, like video,
music and games.
The long lasting battery can provide up to eight hours video pla
yback, depending on the use.
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Work demand for experts in cyber security increases
According to a study made by Blue Coat, by 2018, one of the areas with
a larger work demand will be cyber security, because each day it’s more
essential that companies invest in their security strategies, due to the
growth in cyber attacks because of the increase in cloud services, cyphered traffic, mobile device use and the connectivity of equipment.
As companies save their most valuable information in the cloud (clients,
employees, intellectual property, etc.), criminals double their efforts to
find the way to get to them. As a result, many organizations start to feel
defenseless before this kind of threats, which will lead them to prioritize
their response and their analysis capacity, besides their insurance against
this kind of attacks.
Blue Coat foresees that for 2016 there is a growth in extortions to obtain
information through mobile devices (Ransomware). The recently discovered Linux.Encoder ransomware has affected more than two thousand web pages, for example.
There is also more vulnerability and attacks through cyphered traffic, like services such as Office 365, Google Drive, Dropbox and Box.
These services are perfect for them: they’re free, they offer free SSL service and usually no one blocks them. The cyphered traffic will
still grow and create blind spots for security controls.
Internet of Things, IoT, etc. is a new and unexplored area for attacks and learning. Hackers will be stalking at sales points, this is the
beginning of something that is going to hit hard. The predominance of devices connected to the Internet of Things that are unsupervised and unprotected is like paradise for the criminals to control and manipulate them as they wish.
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Corporality in
emotions
In this and another series of articles we will fully
enter in linguistic alternatives that it’s possible
to generate in coaching. Like a dog that goes
round and round, beyond excellence and how
powerful the questions can be, sometimes the
most expected change doesn’t happen.
When I graduated in Coaching, with a previous background in Communication Sciences
and Therapy from Movement (Dance Movement Therapy), I noted that my interventions
as a coach were very much strengthened when
applying this last one with an integrated focus.
Both individually and as a group, the processes
were more effective, shorter and more solid.
This method systematizes and allows taking
structured steps that make the coach’s work easier (by dropping the typical question: what do
I do now?), it teaches to generate hypothesis
(what is the issue at stake and makes sense for
my client?) in order to set dynamics together
that are proper for each of the coachees’ profiles.

ARGENTINA
Lic. Andrea Gregoris Kamenszein,
Professional Master Coach, certified
as PCC by ICF, Director of Evolución
en Movimiento

In this view, body and language strengthen
each other, but the latter has functions and
moments of application that are different to
traditional conversational coaching. The work
with people that is deeper and more effective
needs a tour, a transformational road in which
to reflect, pour the chips, generate body and
emotional memory, start in one way and finish
in another.
The process of building the coach/coachee
confidence ground requires a few encounters,
to then be firmly held and work powerfully.

ALTERNATIVE COACHING - CORPORALITY IN EMOTIONS
I apply, among other notions, that of transitional space – between who gives and who takes
the sessions – a concept created by Donald
Winnicott. It’s extremely powerful for our discipline.
I refer it, extrapolated, to the space in the link
between coach and coachee, between external reality and internal images, between facts
and interpretations, between the internal and
the external worlds.
Bearing in mind that the “as outside as it is
inside”, a space opens in the session and the
coachee’s everyday life. These aspects are very
transcending when exercising coaching, because it takes our client in a flowing manner to
achieve his or her objectives. Encouraging and
taking care, seeing what kind of process each
one needs.
When referring to the notion of profile, I mean
that not all “powerful” questions can be asked
for everyone, nor at the same stage of a process. Someone with a rigid personality is not
the same as someone with a flexible or unstable excess. Its not the same someone who is
30 than someone who is 60, and the life crises
they might have had to go through are not the
same either. It’s not the same someone who
barely know him or herself, if at all, than who
has already visited their interior and recognizes their labyrinths.
All these vicissitudes require different strategies and techniques, new distinctions at the
time of thinking of approaching a client.
Let’s reflect on the link between emotions and
body: these are manifested in different ways
(when there’s health and they’re expressed
physically or why some lose this channel of
communication by excellence and the same
people are trapped inside their body).

For example, our eyes and skin glow with good
news. The anguish or anxiety make us feel a
pinecone in the stomach, a thorn in the throat
when we can recognize and differentiate them.
Or, is it that the haven’t encountered coachees
who don’t realize if they feel something or that
they can’t distinguish from other emotions?
To change the observer we must lift the emotional anchors! We can’t change the break if
the emotions persists; that is, that the coachees
recognize what they feel so that they then go
to a different emotional weather. This is when
the following take the stage: body, dynamics,
limbic brain, emergents, the break is not the
declared break, wisdom and body memory,
and Ontología del Movimiento® [Movement
Ontology].
In a world where we usually live from the neck
up, for many it’s a challenge to incorporate
body reading and intervention in a way that’s
not stereotyped or that enters clichés (like “if
the arms are crossed at the chest it’s a sign of
defiance, if they stare down they are not interested”). There are many somatic indicators
that are very precise, even if the break is not
declared (because not every coachee gets there knowing what they want to change).
The corporeal is always at stake, whether we
are in a presencial, virtual or telephonic setting. Whether we move alot, or just a little or
there is stillness.

The body as a motor for change:

Corporality ==> Language
==> Emotionality
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Some basic axioms are:
1.
The body is a motor for change in our
emotions and our psyche in consequence of
our interpretations, in consequence of our actions, in consequence of our language.
2.
We are like we move and we move like
we are.
By integrating the body to produce a change
of consciousness (a “realizing...”), we work a
change of emotional and then cognitive observer at the same time. Sometimes simultaneously or others in the verbal rescue.
Language – due to it belonging to the rational, intellectual, cognitive domain of the neocortex – has specific functions corresponding
to it: concertize, conceptualize, extrapolate
and translate the metaphorical world into the
everyday world. By being an indivisible dyad,
change occurs in both complementing polarities (body/movement – mind/verbal language)
knowing that we start from the first so that aspects surface that, otherwise, take quite a while to appear or don’t appear directly.
By performing dynamics and accessing from
the limbic (emotional) brain, what’s experienced generates a trace and body memory that
is not lost. After the session, it remains permeated as if it had happened in their everyday
life; so, the coachee can implement what he or
she learned in much easier ways: because they
“have already lived it and it happened”.
The areas of our brain can almost register,
in similitude, that the “as if” in the session
works for later. Of course just living it (with its
symbolic function) is not enough, that’s where language’s key role enters with its varied
functions and the coach’s pertinent interventions.
Like a coachee once told me, “having sessions
like this, is like comparing ·D movies with the
traditional two-dimensional movies”.
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Sports tourism, the ideal gift for all year round

Isn’t travelling the best? Mexico’s geographical characteristics,
combined with the natural attractions in the destinations,
make sports tourism an ideal option for leisure, practically any
time of the year.
According to José Luis Sosa Limón, General Director of the
Consejo Mexicano de Turismo Deportivo (COMETUD) [Mexican Council of Sports Tourism], fans of sports that like tourism
significantly benefit the sector by guaranteeing a permanent
financial spill.
Some of the activities you can perform in the country are fishing, rappel, golf, diving, free gliding, mountain biking, trailing, hang gliding, climbing, water skiing, motorcycling, parachuting, paragliding, rafting, base jumping, surfing, kayaking,
wind sailing, etc.
The good news is that you don’t have to be an athlete, have you ever thought about visiting Veracruz with your family and venture in
rafting down river? Another two excellent places for this activity are Chiapas and San Luis Potosí.
If you like adrenaline, and excellent option is parachuting in Morelos or Querétaro; you will be safe here, because to do it, experts and
instructors will always supervise you.
Now, if you like enjoying the landscape, a very good option is free gliding; Jalisco and Valle de Bravo are excellent places for this activity.
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A combination between touchscreen and the classic
There are designs that mark an era, as is the case of the STK Lychee Smartphone. This exclusive English
brand combined the best of two eras: touchscreen technology with the classic, since they integrated a
QWERTY keyboard with which a lot of us are still extremely pleased.
It has a 3.5” touch display and a Dual Core system with the Android 4.4 Kit Kat update.
It has a 4GB memory capacity with the option to expand it up to 32GB. For those photograph aficionados,
the smartphone didn’t overlook the importance in details thanks to its 5.0MP back camera with flash and
its 2.0MP front camera.

SUHD TV, the best quality in Nano crystals
The JS9500, JS9000, JS8500 and JS7200 Samsung SUHD television models offer from 55 to 88 inches with Nano crystal technology,
which offers a better image quality. The SUHD ensure a larger color purity with contrast and brightness levels, this allows you, as a
viewer, to perceive images in the TV that are closer to the real world.
Erwin Jaquez, Mexican post-producer specialized in the process of color correction, and cine-photographer explains, “when the human eye captures light, it leads it to the optic nerve and the brain interprets all this information together with the rest of the senses.
However, in a camera you only have the information gathered by a sensor formed by three kinds of receivers (red, green and blue).
That’s why photography and cinema use color-correcting filters to balance the light captured by the camera with which a human
eye would see. Color grading is done because it’s very hard to balance the color in all the lights during a take. What we do is equalize
consistently the color temperature, contrast and brightness in every light so that it looks like it was captured by a human eye.”
However, this process of correction is only appreciated in movie screens or professional monitors, because in conventional televisions
the are factors that influence like resolution, the light in the room, the television’s temperature, the time it’s been turned on and the
calibrations in brightness, saturation and contrast that each user sets.

